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Game Proposal 

1. Game Description 
“Shadow Walker: The Umbra Project” is an angled side-scroller Puzzle Solve.To be able to 
solve each puzzle the player must switch between his character and its shadow. The 
character moves around and interacts in a 2.5D world with physical objects in his 
surroundings. In contrast to that, the shadow is able to walk along its 2D projected space 
(walls, mountains, trees) and carries on until either his path is blocked by another object’s 
shadow or his time is running out.  Each puzzle will consist of different challenges only able 
to complete by controlling the character and its shadow. The game focuses on the contrast 
between the character being able to make changes to the physical world and the shadow 
being able to pass obstacles the character is not able to physically overcome. The main 
objective will be to challenge the player and his understanding on how light and shadows are 
correlated and thus affect each other. 
 
1.1 Settings 
 
While being on a mission to a secret test facility your spaceship gets caught in an unknown 
planets gravitational pull, unable to manoeuvre your ship out of the gravitational field your 
ship gets sucked into the planet’s stratosphere. You quickly notice that your sensors are 
going haywire and are not able to identify the planets chemical composition. Time is running 
out, you know if you do nothing your ship is going to crash, the sudden realisation hits you 
that you lost control over all the navigational systems. While passing through the planets 
inner atmosphere a loud sound pulls you out of your focus, an intense sound and a lot of 
flashing lights refocus your attention on your ships overall health report. You lost your 
engines! Now in freefall, knowing you cannot save your ship from a disastrous crash, you try 
to run into your life-capsule to ensure you survive the impact.  
After all the turmoil outside the life-capsule has cleared, you decide to step outside to see 
how badly your ship is damaged. While walking through the main corridors, a lot less is 
damaged than you imagined, but by the time you reach the bridge and look outside the main 
window, you clearly notice the destruction. While your ship’s main body withstood the blast 
well, most of your engine and navigational systems are either severely damaged or lost parts 
on impact into the inner atmosphere.  
In an impulse, you try to reach anyone in close enough proximity to aid you in salvaging your 
ship. But the same gravitational pull that caught your ship now hinders any communication 
out into space. You realise you are on your own! 
Luckily your ships tracking system works and you are able to pinpoint the location of your 
ships missing pieces. While reading your instruments you notice something is “wrong” with 
this planet, in fear for your own safety you remember carrying the prototype spacesuit you 
were supposed to deliver to the test facility.  Even though being completely in the dark about 
the special functionality this suit is supposed to carry, you decide better to wear it and be 
able to repair your ship, than to die and never find out how it works. 
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1.2 Mechanics 
 
The first thing the character is noticing when disembarking his ships is that in comparison to 
earth and all planets he has been on before, the gravitational pull is significantly stronger, 
rendering him unable to jump or climb on any kind of objects in his physical form. 
The characters space suit has a futuristic ability. Through some kind of molecular 
separation, the character is able to dissolve his physical body and transfer himself into his 
shadow.  
Since this shadow is a specifically generated shadow that matches its wears body shape, it 
does not change shape for any kind of reason. Light only influences the shadow in where it 
is projected onto the 2D plan. Since this is a new and unstable ability it is crucial that the 
character does not stay in his character form for too long otherwise the suit will not be able 
to rematerialise him again and his physical form will die. This will lead to a game over for the 
player and a reset to the last save point. 

 
 
Since the player is able to switch between his character and its shadow at almost any point 
in the game it is important that the shadows are always calculated in real-time according to 
the current lighting positions. The 3D object will be projected with shadow texture onto the 
2D background according to the calculated shadow position, this ensures that the shadow 
character is able to collide with the shadow objects. 
 
Furthermore, during the progression of the game the player needs to collect two different 
kinds of items:  

- collectables to repair the spaceship 
- Level items necessary to solve the levels specific puzzle (might trigger temporary 

special abilities) 
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1.3 Artstyle 
 
The primary world will have an environment consisting of low poly models. Those models will 
have a limited set of bright, primary and unshaded colours (colour blocking) 
In comparison to that, the Shadow world will consist of black shadows as well as background 
textures depending on the projected surface. 

 
 
1.4 Controls 
 
Due to the possibility to move around 
different object (camera, player and 
lights) it is necessary to enable to player 
to control them in a more intuitive way 
than with a keyboard and mouse, thus 
we came up with a preliminary 
controller button mapping for our game. 
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2. Gameplay Sketches 

 

 

3. Technical Achievement 
 
For the development of this game, we are going to use Unity. Unity is well suited since the 
basic functions for our game are already implemented. 
However, the main features of our game are still to be developed. 
The game unites many different technical achievements which we will implement in our 
game. In fact, the game is not only played in a 2.5D world which is the main world. 
The player can switch to a 2D world which is made of the shadows of the objects in the 2,5D 
world. 
Since the conversion of a shadow into a rigid gameobject is not implemented in Unity, we 
have to synchronize all objects in both worlds. 
The shadows have their own colliders. This means the player can interact with them, e.g. 
jump on them. 
Some objects can be dragged around in the 2.5D world to create new possibilities to 
progress through the game in the shadow world. If this happens, it is necessary to 
recalculate the shadow volumes which happens in real-time. This should allow for a smooth 
interaction between the character and the shadows. 
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4. Big Idea Bullseye 
 

 
 

 

5. Development Schedule 
Functional minimum: 

➔ Shadow implementation with static lights 
➔ A tutorial level which introduces controls and basic level and puzzle mechanics 
➔ Controller mapping/controls 
➔ Character modelling 
➔ Environment modelling 

 
Low target: 

➔ Shadow implementation with dynamic lights 
➔ Sounds 
➔ Multiple Levels 
➔ UI & Menu 

 
Desirable target: 

➔ In-level storytelling 
➔ Player controlled lights 
➔ License-free soundtrack 
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High target: 
➔ Composed Soundtrack 
➔ Cut-scenes 
➔ More levels 

 
Extras: 

➔ Even more levels 
➔ Longer story 
➔ Puzzles with enemies 

 
 
Task table: 
 

Task Description Who Hrs Actual 

1 Brainstorm game idea All 5  

2 Game Proposal All 3  

3 Presentation game proposal All 2  

4 Wiki critiques All 2  

5 Prototype All 3  

6 Prototype report All 4  

7 Prototype presentation All 2  

8 Character modelling Jenny 5  

9 Environment modelling Jenny 6  

10 Dynamic shadow rendering All 30  

11 UI, menu Patrick 3  

12 Controller mapping/controls Julian 10  

13 Level design: each All 5  

14 Story All 6  

15 Sound & Animation Julian 10  

16 Cut-scenes Patrick 15  
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17 Interim report All 6  

18 Interim presentation All 4  

19 Alpha release report All 4  

20 Alpha release presentation All 4  

21 Creating Survey All 3  

22 Play testing All 15  

23 Play testing report All 4  

24 Play testing presentation All 2  

25 Bug fixing All 20  

26 Release report All 8  

27 Release presentation All 4  

28 Video All 3  

29 Demo day preparation All 4  

 
 

 

6. Assessment 
"Shadow Walker: The Umbra Project" foreshadows a bright variety of puzzles with varying 
difficulties. 
This game is for everyone who likes to solve puzzles and is not afraid of a hurting brain. 
We want to create a game in which the player has to consider different approaches and 
come up with a solution to various problems. 
You will often use your amazing ability to switch to another world but sometimes there is 
more than one way to solve a puzzle. 
The game takes place on a planet on which the astronaut crashed his vessel and lost all of 
its parts. 
The simple art style guarantees an easy overview of the puzzles. 
Hear the story of a little astronaut who finds out the truth about their shadow in a game full of 
puzzles and skill. 
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